55+ But who’s counting?

Sullivan University Lexington’s 55+ class provides anyone, age 55 years and older, an opportunity to delve into the world of technology by offering a beginner’s computer class. Teaching everything from Microsoft Word to surfing the web, this class covers the basics.

“Prior to taking Sullivan’s 55+ computer class, I thought of a computer as little more than a glorified typewriter! Every class with instructor Betsy Perkins opened new doors for me. I knew there was a lot I didn’t know, but I didn’t even know where to begin. She was ever so patient with all of our questions”, stated Carol Aldy.

One of the 55+ classes had a very special student: Mr. J. Wiley Finney, Jr. Sullivan University hosted a birthday party to celebrate his 90th birthday!

“We’re not too old to learn – it just takes us a little longer!” said members of Sullivan’s 55+ Computer Class

Betsy Perkins, Business Services faculty with “birthday boy” and computer student J. Wiley Finney.